
FOOTER
- Put other important 
links here; Link to blog 
posts, email, phone 
number, etc. Make it easy 
on people
- List your address and - List your address and 
phone number here for 
SEO purposes; Google 
looks for this in their search 
algorithm
-- Add a privacy policy 
and terms & conditions 
These will boost your 
ranking in Google & 
makes you look more legit 
and pro

CONTACT
FORM

- If people have read 
this far, they’re hooked 
Nothing too fancy, but 
sell the contact form. Why 
should they reach out? 
- - The simpler the 
better; what’s the 
minimum you need to 
contact someone? Just 
name and email? Phone 
number. The fewer form 
fields, the better
-- Redirect them to a 
confirmation page with 
more value on it. This 
method lets you measure 
the form submission clicks!

MEET THE
TEAM

- Humanize your 
website here; Clients 
want to know who they’ll 
be working with
- - Tell the story of your 
business/staff; their likes, 
dislikes, hobbies, history, 
etc. Suddenly, prospects 
have a feel for who you 
are as PEOPLE
- - Don’t write too much; 
just a picture and a 
name; you can allow 
customers to click through 
to learn more about that 
member, and provide 
contact links on that 
susub-page

COMPELLING 
OPT-IN #2
(optional)

- Solve another 
problem here in a 
different format; you 
could create a 3-part 
video series, do a 
Photoshop mockup of 
someone’s “After” results; 
anythinanything to future-pace 
your clients’ success
- You don’t want to 
oversell here; if you 
can think of a REALLY 
helpful solution to a really 
common problem, then 
add this. If not, leave this 
section off.

TESTIMONIALS/
RESULTS

- Videos work best, but 
anything will do. Add your 
best testimonials here, 
where current clients rave 
about THEIR results
- - Add any social proof; 
if you’ve been featured 
on TV or published in 
a magazine, show their 
logos here. That builds 
credibility.
- - Link videos/images to 
case studies so prospects 
can click through and 
learn even more about the 
solutions you provide & 
your process 

HELPFUL
CONTENT

- 3-4 concise bullet 
points that communicate 
your services in a way 
that demonstrates how 
they will change your 
client’s life/improve their 
condition
- - Keep all copy 
“you-based”; no 
“WE” do this or “OUR 
COMPANY” does that
- - No image 
background; just a 
solid color. It will break 
up the hero section 
above and the content 
below and provide some 
breathing room

BENEFICIAL
SERVICES

- What are the top  
4 questions your 
customers have? 
Create a video, audio 
clip, article, download to 
answer one, and allow 
them to download it in 
exchangexchange for their email
- Solve a quick 
problem; make the 
solution to their problem 
here instantly actionable 
(eg, “Learn to brush Like 
a Dentist in 5 Minutes”
- Again, benefit-first 
copy. Communicate 
the instant solution & life 
improvement

HERO SECTION/
HEADER


